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mshirakh@energ.state.ca.us
California Energy Commission (CEC)
1516 Ninth St. Mail Stop 37
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RE: AHRI Comments on 2013 Building Efficiency Standards Staff Workshop on
Residential Zoned A/C – July 15, 2011 (Docket Number 10-BSTD-01)
Dear Mr. Shirakh,
AHRI would like to thank you for giving us the opportunity to participate in your 2013
building energy efficiency standards workshops and to submit comments on the
data/findings and code change proposals with respect to residential zoned airconditioning. On June 2, 2011 and June, 2011, we submitted comments to you and Mr.
Wilcox outlining the industry’s concerns about the studies that were conducted to justify
that the performance path zoning credit should be eliminated. We also provided you
with two studies that confirm substantial energy savings through zoning when the system
is properly designed and installed. We feel that the July 15, 2011 CEC workshop did not
address any of our written comments. Although we are submitting additional comments
on the issues discussed at the July 15, 2011 CEC staff workshop, we are not sure
whether these comments will be addressed in the standards process. We recommend
that a meeting involving our member manufacturers, CEC staff and CEC technical
contractors be scheduled to discuss the technical studies, code change proposals and
the industry’s concerns.
AHRI and the members of the AHRI Zone Control Systems Technology Section believe
the reports being submitted are biased against air-zoning. We would like to point out
what we feel was information omitted or not present in the report.
1. The report of this workshop stated that previous studies from 1991 (Oppenhiem)
and 1994 (NAHB/Carrier) stated that zoning can cause an increase in energy
costs, as much as 35%* more, when all thermostats are kept at the same
temperature. The report to the CEC does not mention that both of these studies
also clearly stated that zoning can save as much as 25% when the zone systems
use setback. As you are already aware, Title 24 clearly mandates the use of
setback thermostats. If a homeowner has the ability to shut off the air
conditioning in unused rooms, the homeowner will do it, either with a thermostat
or by closing the supply vents. Why was this clear energy savings result not
included? This in itself should convince the CEC that zoning not only should
remain as part of the program, but should be further be promoted as a low cost
method of providing substantial energy savings.
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*The 35% more number, quoted on the 1994 report, is believed to be taken from
the 1991 report which was reported as only 20% more energy, and an error in
transcription must have taken place as the 1991 report has no such number in it.
2. We have to express our objections to the report stating that bypass ducts
adversely affect the efficiency of the air conditioning systems. Studies of
performance and efficiency of systems should be performed under controlled
conditions, not based on four year old systems where the quality of installation
may be questionable. Mileage ratings for cars and energy efficiencies for all
appliances are based on controlled laboratory conditions, not on a four year old
product in the field whose workmanship was below accepted industry standards.
3. The alternatives to zone damper systems, such as multiple HVAC Systems or
mini-splits, as recommended in this report, are not the answer. Adding more
units only adds to the overall installation cost. The initial cost of installing two air
conditioners is a lot more than the installation costs associated with zone damper
systems. The utilities in California and for that matter the whole country are
looking for ways to reduce their loads, not increase them.
CEC’s best answer for a simple, low cost energy saving HVAC solution is zoning.
Installing high efficiency equipment into an old, leaky and/or poorly designed duct
system is the real problem. Providing an incentive to install zone damper systems will
compel HVAC installers to fix leaky ducts and correct poorly designed duct systems.
The majority of homeowners are not always comfortable throughout their home. The
more uncomfortable they are, the more often they adjust their thermostats. In many
cases, the homeowner is over compensating in one area to get another area
comfortable, i.e. the homeowner is wasting energy. If zoning can make the occupants
more comfortable, in every zone of the home, they will be adjusting their thermostats
less often and saving more energy.
Federal energy legislation on regional standards for HVAC that will be in place soon will
mostly be met by using two stage equipment and variable speed fans. HVAC units are
sized for outdoor design conditions. At design conditions these units can often still heat
or cool a single zone just on first stage capacity. This in itself speaks for the savings
zoning can provide and utilities are looking for during peak loads. See the attached
chart which was a zoned HVAC technology study for Canadian utilities showing 30%
less kWh consumed with zoned systems vs. non-zoned systems. Instead of shutting off
the entire system at peak times, the unit can run on first stage and still cool just the
family room/kitchen area. This would solve the problem for both the utility and the
consumer. The utility will not have to shut down the unit and the homeowner gets
cooling at half load for the zone which is occupied by the family.
We strongly urge the CEC to continue the inclusion of zoning in all future energy
programs. AHRI and its Zoning Section members would appreciate a face-to-face
meeting or teleconference with the CEC staff on this issue, so that the CEC can be fully
made aware of the benefits of zone damper systems in both residential and light
commercial applications.
Sincerely,
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Aniruddh Roy
Regulatory Engineer
Air-Conditioning, Heating, and Refrigeration Institute
2111 Wilson Boulevard, Suite 500
Arlington, VA 22201-3001, USA
Phone 703-600-0383
Fax 703-562-1942
aroy@ahrinet.org
Members of AHRI’s Zone Control Systems Technology Section:
Arzel Zoning Technology, Inc. – Dennis Laughlin
Carrier Corporation – Bob Swilik
Duro Dyne Corp. – Steve Martin
EWC Controls – Mike Reilly
Honeywell International, Inc. – David Arneson
Jackson Systems, LLC – Thomas Jackson
Lennox International, Inc. – Thomas Kerber
Research Products Corporation – Eric Brodsky
Trane – Tim Storm
Zonefirst – Dick Foster
Attachments:
1. Energy Implications of Blower Overrun Strategies for a Zoned Residential
Forced-Air System
2. Field Investigation of Carrier Residential Zoning System
3. Peak Electricity Usage Chart – Zoning Energy Savings in Canada
4. AHRI Comments on July 15, 2011 Residential Zoned AC Presentation
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ENERGY BMPLICATiONS OF 8LOWE
OVERFUP ST ATEGIES FOF A ZONED
P. Oppenheirn, Ph.D., P.E.
Member ASHRAE

ABSTRACT
A zoned, forced-air distribution system was designed
using industry-accepted methods and installed in an unoccupied research house. A variable-air-volume cooling
system was used, and it included a two-speed compressor,
a variable-speed blower, dampers, zone thermostats, and
prototype hardware for zone temperature and humidity
control. Instrumentation was designed and installed to
evaluate the delivered comfort and energy performance of
the system. A personal-computer-based data acquisition
system was used to record data. The zoned system was
modified by deactivating the zoning componentsto represent
a conventional unzoned system as a baseline for comparison. A comprehensive system to characterize the
thermal performance and the delivered comfort conditions
of the distribution system was developed.
The bloweron a residential forced-air system typically
cycles off when the condensing unit shuts down. The
purpose of blower overrun is to take advantage of the coM
evaporator coil while not adversely affecting space conditions by re-entrainment of moisture off the coil and
moisture in the condensate pan into the airstream.
Using conventional operation (central thermostat, no
zoning or thermostat control strategies, and no blower
modulation) as a baseline for energy consumption, three
other options were investigated. The comfort setpoint was
75°F (24°C), and the setup setpoint for each zone was
85°F (30°C). The energy consumption for zoning with
blower modulation and overrun with no thermostat control
strategy was 120%of the baseline. The energy consumption
for zoning with thermostat control strategies and blower
control strategies with overrun was 75%of the energy
consumption of the baseline. The energy consumption for
zoning with thermostat control strategies (with blower
modulation but no overrun) was 84% of the energy consumption of the baseline test. The effect of blower control
on humidity levels was evaluated because of the possibility
of re-evaporating moisture of the cooling coil. This effect
was not seen in the data collected, but a very strong
correlation between ambient absolute humidity and moisture
removed from the indoor air was observed.
BNTRODUCTUON
There is a high probability that modulating equipment
will become extremely important in residential space
conditioning in coming years. Legislation mandating
minimumefficiency levels for climate-control equipmentis
making it increasingly difficult to achieve the required

efficiencies while maintaining comfort conditions with
single-speed, constant-volume equipment.
For example, a potential problemexists in controlling
latent loads with high seasonal energy efficiency ratio
(SEER)cooling equipment that uses a "warm"evaporator
coil. Raising the temperature of the evaporator coil
increases the suction pressure of the system. A higher
suction pressure increases the density of the refrigerant and
can also reduce the compressionratio. Both of these effects
result in a higher equipmdntoperating efficiency. However,
this condition elevates the dew point of the coil and can
subsequently decrease the dehumidification ability of the
unit. A solution to this problem is the development of
variable-volume-delivery residential equipment. A central
forced-air unit with a variable-speed indoor blower coupled
to a variable-speed compressorcould adjust to varying loads
and would be able to respond to both sensible and latent
load efficiently.
The technology for variable-speed indoor blowers and
for two-speed and variable-speed compressors is available
and is currently in use by several manufacturers in their
produc.t lines. Assumingthat variable-speed indoor blowers
becomethe standard of the future for cooling, there are
manypotential advantages for the heating plant as well.
Indeed, the need for modulating central units for latent
control in cooling maypropel the use of modulating units
for heating, especially in conjunction with zoned systems.
Modulating airflow over the indoor cooling coil
requires control of the refrigerant flow rate. By effectively
controlling both airflow over the evaporator coil and the
refrigerant flow, an air conditioner can operate efficiently
over a wide range. The advantages of a modulating airconditioning system can be summarizedas follows:
Oversizingis virtually eliminated because the unit
modulates to respond to the load when two-speed
or variable-speed compressors are used.
Run time increases during mild ambient conditions, thereby decreasing room air stratification
and room-to-room temperature variation.
The ability to zone a house for both comfort
enhancementand energy reduction is dependent on
having a modulating unit. A constant-volume
system with a "dump zone" is not an energyefficient alternative. This strategy involves delivering air to a normally unconditioned space (dump
zone) to allow a constant-volume system to continue to operate at a normalsystemstatic pressure
whena damperto a conditioned area closes.
Ventilation strategies for indoor air quality are
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possible whenused ha combination with a central
delivery system with variable-air-volume delivery
capability.
The objectives of this work were to quantify the fuel
cost savings provided by a zoned, forced-air distribution
system comparedto a conventional unzonedsystem and the
effects of blower overrun strategies. The basic premise
supporting this investigation is that a zoned, forced-air
system offers better control of comfort conditions at lower
energy costs than a conventional, unzonedhouse.

TABLE 1
Laboratory House Characteristics
Location

Bowie, Maryland

Constructed

1987

Style

Oneand one-half story detached with full basement
Four bedrooms,two and one-half baths
Two-carattached garage (used as data acquisition area)
1,600ft 2 (1492) first f loor
625ft 2 (58 2) second floor
1,550 ft~ (144 z) basement

LABORATORYFAC|LBTY
The laboratory house used ha this study was completed
ha the fall of 1987. The house was designed and constructed
by a national building research group. The house was built
in Prince Georges County, Maryland, approximately 10
miles (16 kin) east of Washington, DC. Data from
national builder practices survey were used to develop
specifications for the design of the laboratory house. The
objective was to incorporate trends so that the research
house is representative of homesthat will be built in the
1990s.
The house is one and one-half stories with a total living
area of 2,225 ft 2 (207 m~). It has a full basementwith cast
concrete foundation walls. Open-webfloor trusses were
used for the first floor, and plywoodjoists were used for
the second-floor framing. The roof was built with prefabricated scissor trusses to provide a cathedral ceiling over the
living area. Exterior walls were framed with 2 ha. by 4 ha.
(5 emby 10 era) woodstuds on 16-ha. (41-era) centers.
13 friction-fit mineral fiber insulation with plastic foam
sheathing was used in the exterior walls. The ceiling was
insulated with R-30 glass-fiber butts. Vinyl siding was used
on the side and back wails, and the front wall was faced
with a brick veneer.
The house was divided into three zones for cooling.
Zone 1 was the second-floor bedrooms, Zone 2 was firstfloor bedrooms,and Zone 3 was the first-floor living area.
The basement was not conditioned for these tests. A
description of the componentsused in the laboratory house
is given ha Table 1.

Construction

Exteriorfinish -- brick veneerfront with balancein vinyl siding
Pouredconcrete basementwalls with 2 in by 4 in. (5 cmby 10
cm)furring to accommodate
R-l/ butt insulatioa
Openwebfloor trusses for first floor
Plywoodfloor trusses for secondfloor
Exteriorwalls 2 in. by 4 in. (5 cmby 10 cm)studs on 16-in. (41.
cra) centers
insulated with R-13friction-fit insulation with plastic foam
exterior sheathing
Roofinsulated with R-.30 fiberglass batt insulation
Low-emissioninsulated glass used for all windowand door
glazing

Space
Conditioning

Modulatingprototype furnace
73,500Btuh (77,543k J) input, 82%efficiency
Twmspeedcondensing unit
Electrica//y commutated
direct current indoor b/ower motor
Roundbutterfly dampers

EXPERIMENTAL METHODOLOGY
The objective of this work was to quantify the fuel
savings and the moisture-removalcapability of a variableair-volume delivery system. The basic premise supporting
this investigation is that a zoned, forced-air systemoffers
better control of comfort conditions at lower energy
consumption than a conventional, unzoned house. A test
plan, measurementparameters, and a data analysis procedure were developed to test this premise. The tests that
were conducted are shownin Table 2.

TABLE 2
Description of Tests Conducted
Test
#
1
2

Description
Schedule
[ Thermostat
...
Characterize
energyconsumption
In the houseusinga conventional
two.speed
condensing
75"Fall day
unit (no zoning,noIndoorblowermodulation,
nohumidity
control).
Coolingtest usinga two-speed
condensing
unit with Indoorblowermodulation
to accomplish 75° F all day
bothzoningandhumiditycontrolwithbloweroverrun(physicalIsolationbetween
zones).

3

Coolingtest usinga two-speed
condensing
unit with Indoorblowermodulation
to accomplish Schedule
bothzoningandhumiditycontrolwith bloweroverrun(physicalIsolationbetween
zones),
according
to
Table3

4

Coolingtest usinga two-speed
condensing
unit with indoorblowermodulation
to accomplish Schedule
according
to
zoningandhumidity
controlwithn_~o
bloweroverrun
(physicalisolationbetween
zones),
Table3
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TABLE 3
Thermostat Schedule for Tests 3 and 4
Zone

II
#
..............
II Description

Time

Thermostat
Setting

1

2ndfloor bedroom
area

11p.m.- 8 a.m.
8 a.m.- 11p.m.

75°Fall week
85°Fall week

2

1st floor bedroom
area

11p.m.- 8 a.m.
8 a.m.- 11p.m.

85°Fall week
75"Fall week

3

1stfloorlivingarea

11p.m.- 8 a.m.
8 a.m.- 11p.m.

85°Fall week
75°Fall week

Humidity Control Without Blower Overrun(Test 41
Humidity control by varying the blower speed with no
fan overrun is done because of manufacturers’ concerns
over the reintroduction of moisture into the air after the
condensing unit shuts off. Steps 1 through 3 from above
apply to this test. The blowerwill stop at the sametime as
the condensingunit for this test.

Humidity Control with Blower Overrun
The procedure for humidity control with blower control
strategies is described below:
A call for cooling at the central zone controller
opens the appropriate dampers, sets the blower
speed accord/ng to zone requirements, and turns
on the condensing unit.
First-stage dehumidification (humidity abovb 55 %
RH)--drops the normal volumetric flow by 200
cfm (6 n~/min). This slows air movementover the
evaporator coil and allows for better dehumidification.
Second stage dehumidification (humidity above
65% RI-I)--inereases
airflow by 400 efm (11
m3/min). This is a net gain of 200 efm (6 m3/min)
over normal requirements. This additional air goes
through a bypass loop from the supply plenum to
the return. The bypass allows the air another pass
over the evaporator coil, thereby reducing its
humidity. The reason for the increase in airflow is
to maintain system static pressure, thereby maintaining airflow to the zones as required.
Either Step 4, 5, or 6 will happen, depending upon the
humidity level in the house.
Whenthe thermostat is satisfied, the blower will
shut downimmediately if second-stage dehumidification is in effect. This is done because any air
passed over the evaporator coil once the condensing unit has shut off will evaporate water on the
coil and aggravate an already high humidity condition.
Whenthe thermostat is satisfied, the blower will
run for two minutes at a reduced flow rate of 200
cfm (6 m3/min)if first-stage dehumidificationis
effect. This is done becausethe evaporatorstill has
the ability to do cooling while not adding sig,
nifieantly to the latent load.
6.

Whenthe thermostat is satisfied, the blower will
run for four minutes at a normal flow rate. This
period has been determined as the optimum run
time after condensing unit shutdown to recover
workthat is available in the evaporator.

Measurement Parameters
Performance of a climat¢-eontrol system is measured
by the energy efficiency of the system and the degree of
indoor comfort provided, including the dynamicresponse of
the system to changing outdoor conditions and different
indoor conditions. Testing protocols were designed to
provide data to evaluate the performance of different
cooling systems with scheduled indoor settings over the
range of outdoor conditions in the Washington,DC, area.
A variety of parameters defining outdoor weather conditions, system response, indoor comfort, and energy
consumption were monitored.
Air temperature was measured at a height of 43 in.
(109 era) from the floor at the geometric center of each
room of the house. Other parameters related to comfort,
including meanradiant temperature, relative humidity, and
roomair velocity, were also measuredat a 43-in. (109-era)
height at the geometric center of one designated roomin
each conditioned zone. These four comfort parameters
provided the basis for calculating comfort indices with
appropriate values for clothing insulation and metabolic
rate. Additionally, air temperature was measuredat a 4-in.
(10-era) height from the floor and 4 in. (10 era) below
ceiling.
Measurementparameters used in this study are summadzed in Table 4. Indoor/outdoor parameters are conditions that influence interaction of the building envelope
with outdoor or unconditioned spaces. HVAC
parameters
are measurementsthat describe the operational conditions
of the space-conditioning systems. Status parametersare the
on/off status of appliances. Outdoor and indoor parameters
were scanned by the data acquisition system every 60
seconds and averaged on the hour. Data observations from
the HVAC
system were conditiomal on furnace fan stattm
and supply damperposition. If the furnace fan was on and
the damperposition was open for a particular zone, then
that information was recorded on the 60-second scan and
averaged for the hour. On/off status parameters of the
furnace were taken every 10 seconds and totaled by hour.
Energy consumptionregistered by electric meters was also
tallied by hour.
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TABLE 4
Measurement Parameters
1. Outdoor Measurement Parameters
Wind speed
Winddirection
Solar radiation
Relative humidity
Air temperature
Barometric pressure
Precipitation
Ground temperatures
2~ Indoor/Outdoor Measurement Parameters
Air infiltration
Interzonal air flows
Air temperature of unconditioned areas
3, Indoor Measurement Parameters
Air temperature at thermostat
Wall temperature at thermostat
Stratification in room
Relative humidity
Meanradiant temperature
4. HVACMeasurement Parameters
(Main) Supply and Return
Static pressure differential betweensupply and return
Temperature
Humidity
Velocity
Supply Registers -- Temperature
5 Electric Monitoring
Housetotal
Forced-air blower for furnace
Laboratory
Outdoorlights
Zone controller
6, Specifications for Status Parameters
Furnace fan
Water heater
Dampers

RESULTS
A subset of the 1988 test year was used to develop the
characteristic fuel consumptionlines for each of the tests
conducted. Data points were collected over the range of
ambient summerconditions so that the predicted line for
each test wouldprovide an accurate characterization of the
electric consumptionof the climate control system¯
Test bins were filled on a weeklyflip-flop basis, back
and forth between the central and zoned delivery systems;
however, the schedule was adjusted between central and
zoneddelivery tests in order to capture run-time hours for
each test in each bin. The minimumperiod for each test
was five days in order to minimize "edge" effects that
might occur in shorter-term tests. All switches betweentests
were made at midnight.
The ambient weather conditions for each test are
presented in Table 5. The tests conducted are shown by
calendar day along with average outdoor air temperature,
relative humidity, windspeed, solar insolation, barometric
pressure, and rainfall. These ambient parameters were
useful in explaining outliers in the characteristic energy
consumptionlines developedfor the condensingunit and the
blowerfor the four tests (Figures 1 through 8).
Historical weather data from AndrewsAir Force Base,
which is 10 miles (16 kin) from the test house site, were
used with the characteristic fuel consumption regression
lines developedfor each of the systemconfigurations in this
study to estimate fuel consumptionweighted by temperature
bins.

The information from Figures 1, 2, 3, and 4 (condensing unit electric consumptionby tes 0 and Figures 5, 6, 7,
and 8 (blower unit electric consumption by tes 0 was used
to derive Table 6, which is a comparison between the unit
powerconsumptionfor each of the four tests for a historical
year. This information is presented graphically in Figure 9.
Zoning with a no-thermostat setup (Test 2) used more
electricity for cooling than the system in a central configuration (Test 1) with no thermostat setpoint scheduling.
The reason is that by having temperature control at three
points instead of just one, the air-conditioning unit was
more responsive to the house load¯ Since thermostat
scheduling was not used in Tests 1 and 2, it is reasonable
that the zoning system would use more electricity while
maintaining more comfortable indoor conditions.
Test 3 was the most aggressive energy-conserving
strategy¯ In addition to using the thermostat strategy as
specified in the test plan, this zoning strategy used fan
overrun. Thus, when the condensing unit cycled off, the
indoor blower continued to run based on indoor humidity
levels as specified in the test plan. Thus, air-conditioning
unit power consumption for Test 3 was only 75 % of that
for Test 1. Test 4 had the same thermostat control strategy
as Test 3 but did not have the blower overrun algorithm.
The air-conditioning unit power consumption was 84 % of
the power consumption used in Test 1. Thus, optimum
control of comfort conditions in different zones with no
regard to occupancyschedules comes at an energy penalty
of 120% of centrally sensed demands. Consideration of
occupancyschedules and indoor blower operating schedules
had an air-conditioning unit power consumption that was
75% of the consumption of the central system, and not
taking advantage of blower control strategies changed the
air-conditioning unit’s power consumption to 84%of the
power used by the condensing unit in the central mode¯
The total powerused for cooling was less for Test 3
(blower overrun) than for Test 4 (no blower overrun).
other parameters were held constant for this comparison.
Low R2 values for condensing unit power consumption
(0.77 for Test 23 and 0¯73 for Test 4), coupled with the low
R values for blower power consumption (0¯59 for Test
and 0.46 for Test 4) makethe margin of error greater than
the numerical difference seen betweenthe tests. Both tests
were successful in maintaining indoor relative humidity
levels accordingto the test plan.
The high R2 values in Figures 1 and 2 indicate that
outside air temperature is a very strong predictor of airconditioning power consumption. However, since Test 3
and 4 use setback strategies, a daily ambient average
temperature is not as good a predictor of power consumption as indicated by the low R2 (Figures 3 and 4).
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
A zoned, forced-air system was designed using industry-accepted methods, and was installed in an unoccupied research house. Instrumentation was installed to
allow evaluation of the delivered comfort and energy
performance of the system. A personal-computer-based data
acquisition system was set up to record data points. The
zoned-air delivery system was modified by deactivating the
zoning components to represent a conventional unzoned
system as a baseline for comparison.
1. Using conventional operation (central thermostat,
no zoning or thermostat control strategies) as
baseline for energy consumption,three other tests
were conducted. Using the energy consumption for
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TABLE5
D~lyAmbientW~&er Con~tiom ~r ~eFo~ T~

87

3.4

1111
0.0000

2.5

6/lO
6/11

2

63

56

2.7

3037

30.0

0.0000

6/12

2

72

51

4.5

2934

30.0

O.(XX)O

6/13

2

78

54

3.0

2863

30.1

0.0000

6/14

2

79

59

2.7

2765

30.2

0.0000

6/15

2

80

59

3.3

2812

30.1

O,(XXX)

6/16

1

79

68

4.4

2349

29.9

0.0000

6/17

1

74

78

2.3

1753

29.9

O. 1500

6/18

1

77

67

3.2

2684

30.0

0.0000

6/19

1

74

81

3.5

1815

30.1

0.0000

6/20

1

80

56

4.2

2561

30.0

0.0000

6/21

1

85

63

4.2

2750

29.9

0.0000

6/22

1

86

63

4.5

2479

29.8

0.0000

6/23

3

84

61

4.9

2269

29.8

0.0000

6/24

3

72

51

4.9

2550

30.1

0.0000

6/25

3

67

79

4.4

10<3

’29.9

0.0000

6/26

3

77

63

4.9

1741

29.7

0,0000

6/27

3

70

53

3.5

2922

29.8

0,0000

6/28

3

72

52

3.9

2913

29.9

0.0000

6/29

3

75

51

3,1

2489

29.8

O.O0(X)

3

67

45

3.6

2830

29.7

0,0000

7/Ol

4.0

2632

29.8

0.2330

7/02

3,4

3011

29.9

0.0000

4.3

2727

29.9

0.0000

4.5

2861

30.1

0,0000

3.9

2869

30.2

O.O(XX)

7/O3

73

7/o~
7/os

4

7/06

4

80

57

3,4

2358

30.2

0.0000

7/07

3

87

51

5.0

2532

30.0

0.0000

7/08

3

81

62

4.2

2359

30.0

0.0000

7!

3.4

1887

29.9

0~0000

74

3.2

227

29.9

0.0170

76

92

2.5

1349

29.9

0.2010

62

63

61

3
7/12
7/13

3

2820
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TABLE5
Daily AmbientWeatherConditionsfor the FourTests (continued)
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6~
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0.1~0
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2
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1
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3

4.7
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2
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0,~
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4.9
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0,~
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Daily average condensing unit power consumption for test 1. Test 1 was conventional
operation with no zoning, thermostat setup, or
blower modulation.
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Daily average condensing unit power consumption for test 2. Test 2 had zoning, blower
modulation, and no thermostat setup.
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Daily average condensing unit power consumption for test 3. Test 3 had zoning, blower
modulation, and thermostat setup.

conventional operation (Test 1) as a baseline, the
energy consumption for zoning ~th no the~0stat
control st~tegy (Test 2) was 120%of that for Test
1. The energy consumption for zoning with thermostat control strategies and blowercontrol strategies (Test 3) was 75 % of the energy consumption
of Test 1. The energy consumptionfor zoning with
thermostat control strategies but no blowerstrategy
was 84 % of the energy consumption of Test 1.

Figure 4
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Daily average co~e~ing unit power con~umption for test 4. T~t 4 h~ zoning, blower
mod~ion ~ithoat
ove~un, a~ rheostat
setup.

Tests 3 and 4 were designed to measure howeffeetire certain blowercontrol strategies were at mainraining indoor humidity levels. Even though the
blower control strategy of Test 3 incorporated fan
overrun--and thus the potential to re-evaporate
moisture off the cooling coil--this effect was not
seen in the data collected. Less energy was consumed in Test 3 than in Test 4. However, the
difference wasnot statistically significant.
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Daily average blower power consumption for
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test 4
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TABLE 6
Power Consumptionof the Four Tests for a Historical
Test 2

Test 1

Condensing Unit
Power Consumption
Blower Power
Consumption

Cooling Season

Test 3

Test 4

KWH

% of
total

KWH

% of
total

KWH

% of
total

KWH

% of
total

2010

82.5%

2488

84.6%

1570

86.3%

1605

78,6%

424

17.5%

454

16,4%

250

13.7%

437

21.4%

Total Powerused for
Typical Cooling
Season

2434

Power Consumption
using Test 1 as the
Baseline

1

2942

2042

1819

1~2

0,75
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Peak Electricity Usage
Avg. Conv.

19.3 kWh

Avg. Zoned

12.9 kWh

The Zoned Systems ran longer during the night-time
to provide cooling to the top floor

Off-Peak

Mid-Peak

On-Peak

MidPeak

The Zoned Systems ran less
during the daytime

Off-Peak
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These comments reflect the views of AHRI and the member companies of the AHRI Zone Control Systems
Technology Section. The slide references are to the slides presented at the 2013 Building Efficiency
Standards and Residential Zoned A/C Workshop held on July 15, 2011.
Slide 5 – Typical Practice – Two Types of Zonal Systems
Multiple Systems, High Performance as compared to what? The author’s previous study showed a number
of homes with single systems had lower than expected efficiencies and higher initial cost not only for the
equipment but also higher operating costs when both A/C compressors are running. Each furnace, air
conditioner and heat pump requires a certain amount of power that must be taken into account in order to
calculate the home’s electrical load. This increases the load for each home and increases the electric
demand on the utility. Homes with multiple systems that can be combined into one unit and zoned with
dampers can reduce the utility’s demand.
Single speed compressors and fans cannot modulate to track load. Currently with the majority of the
installed systems this is true. However, that is why zoning is used to condition the zones inside the home as
the load changes in different areas of the home.
Supply air flow is low when all zones are calling. This statement is misleading in that the volume of air (CFM)
through the HVAC system is not reduced when all zones are calling. The air velocity and volume delivered to
the registers may be slightly lower with all dampers open versus when only one zone is open.
By-Pass ducts are common and are used to control the static pressure and velocity in the duct system as
zone dampers open and close, while maintaining a constant volume of air moving through the HVAC Unit.
Slide 6 – Code Change Proposals
Eliminate bypass ducts – The manufacturers of Zone Control Systems who have sold millions of systems for
over 50 years cannot all be wrong. By-Pass ducts serve a purpose to maintain air flow and pressure in a
duct system.
Delete the current Zonal A/C performance compliance credit – This will result in higher energy costs,
resulting in continued poor comfort conditions and homeowners over compensating on thermostats, in order
to maintain the comfort level in areas without a thermostat.
Slide 10 – Typical Dampered Multi-Zone A/C System with By-Pass Duct
While this may have been the case in many of the homes in the case study, it is not the recommended
method. We believe the case study homes have flaws that affect the operation of the system and contributed
to the negative effects of the case studied homes.

Slide 11 – How Zoning with Bypass works
If in actuality these systems were not performing properly, the study results were adversely affected. Since
these systems are stated to have low airflow when both zones are calling, may indicate a problem existed
before the zone system was installed, such as over-use of high resistance flex-duct and/or excessive duct
leakage.
Slide 12 – Bypass Duct Flex from Supply to Return
This slide is indicative of extremely poor workmanship and rampant over-use of high resistance flex-duct.
This HVAC system will consume more energy whether or not it is zoned.
Flex-duct is arguably the single most likely cause of high duct pressures and poor air delivery to the occupied
space. The CEC can make a much larger impact on energy savings by limiting flex-duct to the last 6 ft. of
branch runs and prohibiting the use of flex-duct on main duct runs and bypass runs.
Slide 14 – AHRI – Manufacturers
AHRI will argue that this study’s conclusions do not look at the overall energy consumption of the home or
how the system is operated. The presenters cite prior studies only to support their positions. The presenters
completely ignore the same study’s conclusions that zoning can save over 20% when zones are setback. If
the goal of the CEC is to provide common sense energy reduction solutions, zoning with setback thermostats
provides that ability automatically and not just in some cases, but in all cases.
Slide 15 – Research on Multi-Zoned Systems
These separate research projects both came to the same conclusions, zoning can add 20% (not the 35% as
noted on this slide*) to energy costs if no setback is used and can provide 25% savings when setback is
used. Attached is another chart from a more recent study on zoning showing a 30% reduction in cooling
KWH with zoning. The presenters continue to report only on the increase in energy and not on the savings.
*The Oppenheim Study from 1991 must have been misquoted in the NAHB/Carrier Study as no place
in the 1991 Study does it note a 35% increase. Only a 20% increase is noted. A full copy of both
studies is attached.
Slide 23 – Average Energy Impact
The presenter’s presentation from April 12, 2011, shows the total number of homes surveyed with lower than
acceptable EER ratings. While only two zoning systems were substantially below the acceptable line, 16
non-zoned systems fell at or below the lowest rated zoned systems. Our point is that there are many
reasons for systems not to be performing in the field at their rated efficiency levels. Zoning should not be
singled out because of poor installations. The efficiency of each of the underperforming zoning systems can
be improved by correcting improper installation techniques. We maintain that the presenters are unfairly
critical of zoning. Considering that this study also has a substantial percentage of non-zoned systems, 20%
whose efficiencies fall below the acceptable line. Slide 6 from the April 12, 2011 presentation states that
60% of the 80 homes surveyed also had lower than standard cooling air flow.

If issues exist with 60% of the systems, and zoning is less than 10% of the systems and only two zoning
systems are substantially below the average, common sense dictates that these are not properly performing
systems to be used as a standard for gauging performance.
Slide 25 – No Bypass and No Extra Cost – Bonus Supplies
This proposed scheme where the “Bonus Supplies” are damper controlled while the main ducts to the zone
have no control at all will result in over-shooting the thermostat. There is minimal temperature control and
this will only result in over-shooting thermostat set-points in those zones, causing homeowner discomfort.
The presenters should review zoning manufacturers’ guidance.
Slide 26 – Damper Stop Relief
This can certainly be a supplement to a by-pass but not a cure all. The damper stop adjustment may be at a
point where too much air enters a zone, and will only result in over-shooting thermostat set-points in those
zones, causing homeowner discomfort.
Slide 27 – Another Answer
The alternatives to Zone Dampers mentioned are multiple units or mini-splits. This logic makes no sense
when it comes to energy efficiency. This suggests adding a second or even third unit to a home. Adding
units will increase the utilities demand load to provide added electrical capacity to the home by two or three
times as using one unit with zoning. Instead of having one 30 Amp circuit and one HVAC Unit, the
alternative is to add two or three – 30 Amp circuits. This makes absolutely no sense as utilities are looking to
decrease their load requirement. Adding extra air conditioning units only increases generation capacity
requirements for utilities.
Slide 28 – Variable Capacity
We concur that variable capacity is a great option but not an alternative to zoning. We believe variable
speed systems should be zoned in order to achieve maximum energy efficiency. Zoning will match the
capacity of the HVAC system to the zone load. This is where the HVAC Industry is heading. New federal

energy regulations will be in place and manufactured HVAC systems that can meet these new regulations
will be the majority of the market by the time these new proposed CEC Regulations take effect. Why not
have a regulation in place that anticipates the market?
Slide 29 – Conclusions
Bypass should be eliminated because they intrinsically reduce energy efficiency is not valid as in the
NAHB/Carrier study, a by-pass was used and over all energy savings was achieved using setback control.
Multi-Zone Systems are for comfort, not energy savings, is stated only because of the potential for higher
energy cost based on misuse of the system or poor workmanship.
This whole study ignores the stated energy savings when zoning is installed with setback control and the
ironic part is that setback thermostats are mandated. The CEC should mandate setback thermostats along
with zoning and significant energy savings will occur. Why are the CEC presenters ignoring this glaring
answer for an extremely viable low cost option to save energy?
Slide 30 - Code Change Proposals
Zoning should remain as part of Energy Code as the occupants have the ability to set back rooms/zones of
the home. Just as the CEC presumably would not ban the use of a light switch for each room and only
require one light switch for the whole house, the CEC should not ban the use of a thermostat for each zone.
Zoning is for comfort and energy savings. The studies have proven so with the use of setback. Also, people
who are comfortable are less likely to change the thermostat settings than those who are uncomfortable.

